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ABSTRACT

The Internet has emerged as a medium for wide-scale electronic communication involving financial transactions and other sensitive
information. Encrypted exchanges between principals are widely used to ensure data security. Security protocols are rules that govern such
encrypted exchanges. This paper describes a system for detecting intrusions on encrypted exchanges over public networks by recognizing the
characteristics of security protocols and attacks on them.
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INTRODUCTION

Network Security is an important field of ComputerScience. With the emergence of the Internet as a medium for wide-scale exchanges of sensitive information and financial transactions,maintaining the security and integrity of messages sent over publicnetworks is very important. Our research combines two commonsecurity technologies to provide protection for electronicinformation exchange over public networks.
1. Intrusion Detection:The aim of intrusion detection systems is to detect attacksagainst computer systems and networks. Intrusion detectionsystems detect attempts by legitimate users of the informationsystems to abuse their privileges or to exploit securityvulnerabilities and attempts by external parties to infiltrate systemsto compromise private information, manipulate communications, orto deny service.There are two main designs available to IDSs fordetecting attacks: 1) the misuse detection design and 2) the anomalydetection design. These two methods share many characteristics, yetare complementary in that they each have strengths where the otherhas weaknesses.
2. Security Protocols:Data encryption has long been used as a means ofensuring the security and integrity of data when transmitted overpublic networks. Algorithms such as DES, the International DataEncryption Algorithm and the Advanced Encryption Standard makeuse of keys to encrypt plain text messages before they aretransmitted. However, even perfect encryption is not sufficient toprevent communication from being compromised. Encryption isimplemented by rules (security protocols) that define and governthe interactions between the parties to encrypted sessions.Security protocols allow key exchange, authentication,and privacy through strong encryption. These protocols define thecontent and order of exchanges between the communicatingprincipals. Early security protocols were short, usually with lessthan five messages. They were also simple, often developed forexecution in a single, non-current session, with no branching ordecision mechanisms. The classic Needham and SchroederConventional Key Protocol is representative of early protocols and isshown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: classic Needham and Schroeder Conventional Key

Protocol

3. The Secure Enclave Attack Detection System:The Secure Enclave Attack Detection System (SEADS) is asystem that can detect attacks on security protocols within anenclave of valid and recognized parties that communicate using apublic network. In this environment, security protocol activity basedon the message exchanges within the enclave is gathered by anActivity Monitor and compared against a knowledge base of attacksignatures on protocols. This allows the Intrusion Detection Engine(IDE) to detect attempts to subvert the security protocols and toidentify suspicious activities. The SEADS architecture is shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: SEADS architectureThe detection mechanism of the Intrusion DetectionEngine (IDE) is constructed based on the knowledge-basedparadigm. The IDE detects anomalous, malicious, or suspiciousprotocol activity occurring within the secure enclave based uponpreviously gathered attack signatures.
Detecting Intrusions Using Security Protocol Characteristics:The goal of our research is to show that formal definitionsof attacks on security protocols can be represented as signaturesthat can be stored in a knowledge base and compared against
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ongoing activity to detect attacks. This is done using specificcharacteristics of protocols. When our system recognizes a specificsignature of activity that corresponds to a known attack, we signalthat an attack has occurred.
1. Constructing Signatures of Attacks:An important feature of the technique is that thedetection mechanism does not rely upon knowledge of the payloadof the messages exchanged between the principals during protocolsessions. This is because the IDE detects attacks based upon the

characteristics of the security protocols themselves. The signaturesconstructed from protocols and their known attacks are representedby:(1) The protocols that are in use(2) The principals (originator and recipient) involved(3) The messages that are sent(4) The messages that are received(5) The concurrent sessions that occurs,
Table No. 1: Constructing Signatures of Attacks

Session Message # Action Sender Receiver
NSCKP X 1 send A S
NSCKP X 1 receive A S
NSCKP x 2 send S A
NSCKP x 2 receive S A
NSCKP x 3 send A B
NSCKP x 3 receive A B
NSCKP x 4 send B A
NSCKP x 4 receive B A
NSCKP x 5 send A B
NSCKP x 5 receive A B

The given description of the protocol includes information aboutthe payload data exchanged by the principals. However, aspreviously mentioned, the IDE does not rely on payloadinformation for its detection mechanism. Rather, it relies on theproper sequencing of messages in the session. The NSCKP can berepresented by the signature given in Table No. 3.Protocol Intrusion detection is analyzed in two scenarios: singlesensing detection and multiple sensing detection. In single sensingdetection the intruder is detected by a single sensor. But at leastthree sensors should detect the intruder in a collaborative mannerto find out the exact location of the Intruder. Therefore we haveanalyzed the multiple sensing detection too.We derive the expected intrusion distance and evaluatethe detection probability in different application scenarios. Given amaximal allowable intrusion distance Dmax = , we theoreticallycapture the impact on the detection probability in terms of differentnetwork parameters, including node density, sensing range, andtransmission range. For example, given an expected detectiondistance E(D), we can derive the node density with respect tosensor’s sensing range. In this paper, we derive the expectedintrusion distance and evaluate the detection probability in differentapplication scenarios.
Sensor Network Deployment:A heterogeneous WSN in a three dimensional (3D) planewith N sensors, denoted by a set N = (n1, n2, n3…nn) is considered,where ni is the ith sensor. These sensors are uniformly andindependently deployed in a cube area A = L*L*L. Such a randomdeployment results in a 3D Poisson point distribution of sensors. Allsensors are static once the WSN has been deployed. In aheterogeneous WSN, here we consider two types of sensors, that is,Type 1 and Type 2.Type 1 sensors have the sensing radius of rs1,and the transmission range of rx1 and Type 2 sensors have thesensing radius of rs2, and the transmission range of rx2.A Type 1 sensor can only sense the intruder within itssensing coverage area that is a disk with radius rs1 centered at thesensor. Similarly Type 2 sensor can only sense the intruder withinits sensing coverage area that is a disk with radius rs2 centered atthe sensor. Denote the node density of the Type 1 Sensor in aheterogeneous WSN as 1. Denote the node density of the Type 2Sensor in a heterogeneous WSN as 2 In a WSN, a point is said to becovered by a sensor if it is located in the sensing range of anysensor(s). The WSN is thus divided into two regions, the coveredregion, which is the union of all sensor coverage disks, and theuncovered region, which is the complement of the covered regionwithin the area of interest A. In our network model, the intruderdoes not know the sensing coverage map of the WSN.
Network Coverage and Broadcast Reachability:The data collected by any of the sensors in WSN has to betransmitted in to the base station. If this transmission fails, it is

meaningless even the sensor which may be in any location of thenetwork senses critical information such as the presence of a sensor.Therefore it is essential that the network connectivity is alwaysmaintained in a WSN. Network connectivity can be defined as theprobability that a packet broadcasted from any sensor can reach allthe other sensors in the network. There is an another term in WSNcalled Broadcast reachability .Broadcast reach ability can be definedas the probability that a packet broadcasted from sensor in the WSNcan reach all the other sensors in the network. Given node densitiesand the transmission ranges of different sensors deployed in a WSN,we can calculate the network connectivity or the broadcastreachability. On the other hand, if the required network connectivity(or broadcast reachability) is specified, we can compute therequired transmission ranges in terms of node density. Thus, theminimal transmission power can be obtained for the purpose ofpower efficiency.
Simulation and VerificationThe simulation is done using MatLab. The analyticalresults are compared with simulation results. We can see that bothare matching.
1. Performance Evaluation:The sensors are uniformly distributed in a cubicle threedimensional space of 100*100*100 meters . The sensing range isvaried from 0 to 40 meters and maximal allowable intrusiondistance is 5 meters. The graph shows the detection probability. It isfound that the detection probability remains same as in the case ofanalytical results, thus proving the correctness of the analyticalmodel. The fig. 3 shows Single-Sensing detection probability andMulti sensing- detection probability. It is evident that the singlesensing detection probability is higher than that of multi sensing-detection probability .This is because the multi sensing detectionimposes a stricter requirement on detecting the intruder (e.g., atleast 3 sensors are required). Fig. 4 also demonstrates that thedetection probability in single sensing detection approaches thevalue 1 when the sensing range of type 1 increases to a certainthreshold. For example, in the single-sensing detection, the intrudercan be detected with probability 1 if the sensing range exceeds 25.In order to get the result we fixed the type 2 sensors as 300 and itssensing range is set as 10. Total 200 type 1 sensors are deployeduniformly and its sensing range is varied from 0 to 40. Fig. 4 showsthat the sensing range significantly impacts the detectionprobability of a heterogeneous WSN. To investigate the influence ofa sensor’s sensing range on an average intrusion distance of a WSN,we fix the number of sensors as N = 500 and vary the sensing range.
Fig. 4 demonstrates multi sensing detection probability in the sameenvironment as that used for single sensing.
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Fig. 3: Single sensing probability analysis

Fig. 4: Multisensing probability analysis

CONCLUSION

This paper discuss the probability of intrusion detectionin a WSN deployed in a three dimensional space. This probabilitygives an insight in to the required number of sensors in a givendeployment, their sensing and transmission range to efficientlydetect an intruder in a given WSN. We have developed an analyticalmodel for intrusion detection and applied the same into single-sensing detection and multiple-sensing detection scenarios forheterogeneous WSNs. The correctness of the analytical model isproved by simulation .It defines and examines network connectivityin heterogeneous WSN which helps to select critical networkparameters according to the application.
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